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What are energy correlators?
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Energy correlators are a unique class of collider observables.

They are correlation functions of a fundemental QFT operator:

Thus, by measuring energy correlators we are directly measuring the
spectrum of a theory.

However, they can also also be defined in terms of familiar inclusive cross-
sections.
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Intuition
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What is ℇ(𝑛) phyiscally?

ℇ(𝑛) =Energy flux through ΔΩ
≡ Idealised calorimeter output at a calorimeter cell at position 𝑛.

Therefore, when the S-matrix is 𝑆!" = *inal initial ,

ℇ 𝑛 ⟩|*inal =2
"

𝐸" 𝛿 # (𝑛 − 𝑛") ⟩|*inal: i .
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Correlators as inclusive cross-sections
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The correlation function we will look at in this talk is

⟨"inal|ℇ 𝑛! ℇ 𝑛" ⟩|"inal .

This is referred to as the energy-energy correlator (EEC).
Some simple manipulations give,

⟨"inal|ℇ 𝑛! ℇ 𝑛" ⟩|"inal = ⟨"inal; 𝑖, 𝑗|1
#,%

𝐸#𝐸%𝛿 " (𝑛! − 𝑛#)𝛿 " (𝑛" − 𝑛#) ⟩|"inal: 𝑖, 𝑗 ,

= 1
#,%

1
&'&(&)*

⟨"inal; 𝑖, 𝑗| ⟩initial ⟨initial ⟩|"inal: 𝑖, 𝑗 𝐸#𝐸%𝛿 " (𝑛! − 𝑛#)𝛿 " (𝑛" − 𝑛#) ,

=1
#,%

1
&'&(&)*

𝑆+# initial → 𝑖, 𝑗 + anything else " 𝐸#𝐸%𝛿 " (𝑛! − 𝑛#)𝛿 " (𝑛" − 𝑛#) ,
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Correlators as inclusive cross-sections
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Where 𝑖, 𝑗 are final state hadrons and 𝜎"$ is the inclusive cross section to
produce 𝑖, 𝑗 with a hard scale 𝑄.
We integrate out the global SO(3) symmetry (ingoring the beam axis) to find
the distribution we’re interested in.
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These relations tell us how to find the EEC experimentally.

The correlators are ‘counting experiments’ just like cross-section 
measurements.

Correlators as inclusive cross-sections
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These relations tell us how to find the EEC experimentally.

The correlators are ‘counting experiments’ just like cross-section 
measurements.

Correlators as inclusive cross-sections
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Correlators as inclusive cross-sections
These relations tell us how to find the EEC experimentally.

The correlators are ‘counting experiments’ just like cross-section 
measurements.

29/03/2023 7Komiske, Moult, Thaler, Zhu 2201.07800

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.07800


Let’s consider the definition of the EEC in terms of the S-matrix

1
#,%

1
&'&(&)*

𝑆+# initial → 𝑖, 𝑗 + anything else " 𝐸#𝐸%𝛿 " (𝑛! − 𝑛#)𝛿 " (𝑛" − 𝑛#) ,

And consider measuring the correlator on a massless quark-jet.

Jets are dominated by soft and collinear radiation. 

What do we expect to see in the EEC?
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What do we expect to see in the EEC?

Let’s consider the definition of the EEC in terms of the S-matrix

1
#,%

1
&'&(&)*

𝑆+# initial → 𝑖, 𝑗 + anything else " 𝐸#𝐸%𝛿 " (𝑛! − 𝑛#)𝛿 " (𝑛" − 𝑛#) ,

And consider measuring the correlator on a massless quark-jet.

The EEC is dominated by collinear radiation. 
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For now in vacuum…

What do we expect to see in the EEC?
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At LO
𝑆+# initial → 𝑖, 𝑗 + anything else "~

1
𝜃#%

1 − 1 − 𝑧 "

𝑧 𝑆+#
"

What do we expect to see in the EEC?

quark

gluon
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At LO
𝑆+# initial → 𝑖, 𝑗 + anything else "~

1
𝜃#%

1 − 1 − 𝑧 "

𝑧 𝑆+#
"

What do we expect to see in the EEC?
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Now we look at a massive quark jet, still in vacuum…

At LO and in the soft limit of the emitted gluon:

𝑆+# initial → 𝑖, 𝑗 + anything else "~
𝜃#%,

𝜃#%" + Θ-"
" 𝑆+#

"

Where Θ! = 𝑚"/𝐸. This is the usual splitting kernel we think of when 
talking about the deadcone.

The deadcone
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Now we look at a massive quark jet, still in vacuum…

However, we are not interested in the soft limit, rather the collinear:

And so
𝑆+# initial → 𝑖, 𝑗 + anything else "~when 𝑧 =

1
2 ~

𝜃#%
𝜃#%" + Θ-"

𝑆+#
".

The deadcone

𝜃!"#

𝜃!"$ + Θ%$
$
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Catani, Dittmaier, Trocsanyi hep-ph/0011222

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0011222


Now we look at a massive quark jet, still in vacuum…
𝑆!" initial → 𝑖, 𝑗 + anything else

#
~when 𝑧 =

1
2 ~

𝜃"$
𝜃"$# + Θ%#

𝑆!"
#
.

The deadcone

Deadcone
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The EEC on a quenched jet

Now we consider the medium case…
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The EEC on a quenched jet

This is an very abridged summary, see Fabio’s talk “Determining the onset of
color coherence with energy correlators” 15:20 for a detailed discussion.

In recent work (2209.11236, 2303.03413), we showed that the EEC can be computed on
a medium quenched jet as

The vacuum-like piece The medium modification to the vacuum result
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.11236
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.03413


The EEC on a massless quenched jet

The vacuum-like piece.
When the bracket is 
expanded this term at LO 
gives 1/𝜃 divergence 
already discussed. In general 
known at NLO+NNLL. We 
use LO+NLL here:

The medium modification to the vacuum result is 
computed with in the BDMPS-Z framework:
• Large “plus” component, decoupling between 

transverse and longitudinal dynamics.
• propagators in a background field averaged at cross-

section level
• Resulting path integral solved in various 

approximations: semi-hard Wilson lines, GLV.

Where is the spin-𝐽 twist-2 QCD anomalous dimension matrix.
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The EEC on a massless quenched jet

Universal feature of all the models is 
an onset angle, at angles smaller 
than the onset the spectrum is 
vacuum-like.

<latexit sha1_base64="3fr0Kn+B46HbzL+4g8kEqJS4b/s=">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</latexit>

tf =
2

z(1� z)E✓2
<latexit sha1_base64="ACFGA9izU5YaH8dhiE6Ya/iqo+g=">AAACAnicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfVqtoMySBLbL3REx3UgQtXBjkB/hM5o2jDs77YOa+QB7Spr/SpkURbfsV7fo3zVODijpw4XDOvdx7jxMIrsA0P4zEwuLS8kpyNbW2vrG5ld7eaSg/lJTVqS982XKIYoJ7rA4cBGsFkhHXEazpjM5jv3nLpOK+dw3jgHVcMvB4n1MCWuqm92wYMiDdKrYVd3H2onp0Ex1bJ/lJN50xc6ZGsYhjYpVMS5NyuZTPl7E1tUwzg+aoddPvds+nocs8oIIo1bbMADoRkcCpYJOUHSoWEDoiA9bW1CMuU51o+sIEH2qlh/u+1OUBnqrfJyLiKjV2Hd3pEhiq314s/uW1Q+iXOhH3ghCYR2eL+qHA4OM4D9zjklEQY00IlVzfiumQSEJBp5bSIXx9iv8njXzOKuYKV4VM5WweRxLtowOURRY6RRV0iWqojii6Qw/oCT0b98aj8WK8zloTxnxmF/2A8fYJ+QKV5A==</latexit>

✓L ⇠ (EL)�1/2
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Andres, Dominguez, JH, Marquet, 
Moult 2303.03413

https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.03413


The EEC on a massive quenched jet

The vacuum-like piece.
When the bracket is expanded this 
term at LO gives 1/𝜃 divergence 
already discussed. In general known at 
NLO+NLL. We use LO combined with an 
approximated NLL which lies within the 
bands from scale variation of the full 
result, achieved by resuming collinear 
radiation into a modified coupling.

The medium modification to the vacuum result is 
computed with in the BDMPS-Z framework now with 
quark masses present in the propagators. The rest of 
the computation remains the same.
We here focus on the “Tilted” Wilson lines + Yukawa 
potential approximation.
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The EEC on a massive quenched jet
Increasing energy

Increasing filling of the deadcone‘Deadcone angle’
Θ! ∼ 𝑚"/𝐸

‘Onset angle’
𝜃# ∼ 1/(𝐿𝐸)

Threshold scales with 𝐸/𝐿 ∼ 𝑚".

preliminary preliminary preliminary
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The EEC on a massive quenched jet
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Sensitivity to medium parameters mostly found outside the deadcone

preliminary preliminary

black orange purple



The EEC on a massive quenched jet
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Wide angle mass sensitivity in the medium is only present when the deadcone is
modified by the medium.
Implies a universality of the approach to the massless limit.

preliminary preliminary



Conclusions
We have now initiated studies of massless and massive jets in HI collisions with Energy
Correlators.

The simple and inclusive nature of energy correlators perhaps provides a window into
degrees of theoretical control than can be very hard to otherwise achieve in jet
substructure within HI physics. In this talk, we could directly read the behaviour of the
correlators off of the QCD S-matrix element.

Our model is still simple, a static brick medium, but it does concretely demonstrate an
impressive sensitivity to the deadcone can be found with the EEC.

We find that the deadcone is affected by the presence of a thermal medium in a nontrivial
way.

A more complete analysis will appear on arXiv soon…
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Supplemental material
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The EEC on a massive quenched jet
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Increasing E/L

Increasing filling of the deadcone

very preliminary very preliminary very preliminary very preliminary

As requested by Mateusz…

Partially filled cone,
Modified shape relative to 
vacuum (steeper suppression)

Fully filled cone, effectively 
like a modified b mass



The formalism we use, based in BDMPS-Z:
• All particles have a large longitudinal momentum compared to their transverse momenta and therefore there 

is a decoupling between transverse and longitudinal dynamics.
• We work in a mixed representation  with momentum coordinates in the transverse direction and “time” (+ 

coordinate) in the longitudinal direction.
• Multiple scatterings resumed through propagators in a background field

• Vacuum vertices

• Background field averaged at the level of the cross section
<latexit sha1_base64="1Szi98Q4X9TDVf4gs7NWvRGaPzY=">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</latexit>⌦
Aa�(q1, t1)A

b�†(q2, t2)
↵
= �ab�(t2 � t1)�

(2)(q1 � q2)v(q1)

Computing massless 𝐹!"#
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Full evaluation differential in 𝑧 and 𝜃 not yet achieved for arbitrary medium parameters.

Two available approximation schemes:
• Opacity expansion (𝑁 = 1)

• Unitarity problems can lead to negative cross sections.
• Recursive formulas to generate all orders (not yet implemented numerically).

• “Tilted” Wilson lines
• Resums multiple scatterings in the eikonal approximation.
• Assumes semi-hard splittings (𝑧 not too small).
• We implement this using both a Yukawa and HO potential for medium scatterings 

and for now using the leading colour limit.

arXiv:1807.03799

arXiv:1907.03653 

arXiv:2107.02542

Computing massless 𝐹!"#
A recent impressive effort has set up a
general numerical evaluation but only stable
for short mediums arXiv:2303.12119
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